
Sermon 128: Romans 11:16-24: Haughty-cultural Christianity

OUTLINE

Arrogant branches
Humble branches

INTRODUCTION

Christians often act like children.  I don’t mean in the good and childlike-faith way Jesus 
encouraged in the gospels but in the sinful and immature way of the playground.  Think 
back to your youth and the laws of the jungle that we lived by.  There were the cliques, the 
in crowd and then those who were out.  We remember being on the outside of some group 
we desired to be a part of and remembered the mortifying humiliation of not being included 
because we took our sense of value and identity not from what God says about us but what 
others think of us.  Then remember the time you were included the great relief you felt, and
then all of a sudden you had the power to approve of others being accepted and you were a
brutal gate keeper who kept out those who are as desperate as you used to be.  You 
excluded on the basis of any difference be it race, sex, the music you listened to, or the part
of town you came from.  You had a sense of your own superiority and were conceited and 
felt yourself better than others.  You split off into rivalries and in a mob mentality abused 
others whether it was physical, verbal or emotional.  The trouble is we don’t outgrow these 
tendencies, for they are the tendencies of sin.  We may not have the same childish 
reasoning, but the same behaviour still takes place in the life of adults.  We long to be 
included for our sense of value; we become brutal gate keepers who keep people out; we 
are still shallow in our evaluation of other people not seeing them through the gospel of 
grace but a worldly score keeping system; we may have spiritualised our disobedience by 
dressing it up in legitimate theological arguments but still mistreat people.  They say kids 
are cruel; well they are a mirror of ourselves and what is going on in the church in Rome.

The Jews were once the in-crowd.  They looked down their noses upon other races thinking 
themselves superior because of the blessings that God had given them.  But they had 
become blinded through pride and did not receive their Messiah.  Most did not think they 
needed a saviour from sin but a saviour from the Romans and clung to their man made 
traditions instead of Christ.  God therefore judged the nation of the Jews, and in doing so 
made a way of salvation open for the Gentiles.  God started a new group, there were some 
Jews, but the majority of this new group were made up of Gentiles.  Some of the new 
group, some of the Gentiles were saying that the small number of Jews did not have a right 
to be a part of their group and wanted to kick them out or see them treated as second rate 
citizens; they grudged the culture of the old group and wanted to start with a clean slate; 
they were reasoning to themselves that they were God’s new favourites and this was proven
by the fact that so few of them were believing.  It is these childish and prideful ways that 
Paul addresses in Romans 11:16-24.

Through the horticulture analogy of the olive tree Paul addresses the haughty-culture 
Christianity of the church in Rome.  As we look at these verses we will be dividing them into 
two parts looking firstly at the arrogant branches, and then at the humble branches.  

Arrogant branches

Paul has just been saying that Jews will be included in the church because of God’s plan to 
bring salvation to the Gentiles through their unbelief, and then to provoke them to jealousy 



by virtue of the Gentile’s faith.  Twice Paul has spoken of their full incorporation as ‘life from 
the dead,’ v15, and of their ‘full inclusion’, v12.  Paul has reflected on the ways of God to 
argue his point, now he turns to the rhetorical device of an analogy to make his point.  

Paul uses two illustrations to kick us off in v16, ‘If the dough offered as firstfruits is holy, so 
is the whole lump, and if the root is holy, so are the branches.’  There is a difference of 
opinion as to the significance of these pictures, my opinion is that Paul is demonstrating one
point, ‘Gentiles, you cannot be arrogant against the Jews, for the root supports the branch, 
and the batch of dough is made holy by the firstfruits.’  In other words, the Jews are the 
very reason you are saved, to cut them is to cut off your own feet upon which you stand.  
Paul spells this out in v17-18, ‘But if some of the branches were broken off, and you, 
although a wild olive shoot, were grafted in among the others and now share in the 
nourishing root of the olive tree, 18 do not be arrogant toward the branches. If you are, 
remember it is not you who support the root, but the root that supports you.’  Paul chooses 
to expand on the tree analogy and uses an olive tree.  There is only one olive tree, and this 
olive tree represents Israel the people of God.  But there are two types of branches in this 
tree.  There are the natural branches which represent the Jews, and there are the wild olive 
branches which are grafted in which represent the Gentiles.  Paul is employing this picture 
to drive the point home to the arrogant Gentiles that they would not exist as God’s people 
apart from the Jews and so they must put away their arrogance.  He has already explained 
the mystery of God’s ways that through judging Jews Gentiles receive salvation.  Now he 
employs various points to bolster this.  Firstly, he emphasizes that only some and not all 
olive branches are broken off to point out that not all Israel are cast off but that God saves 
the elect, the remnant, v17.  Secondly, he portrays the Gentiles not as the natural olive 
branches but the wild grafts, v17.  Thirdly, he points out how the root of the olive tree, in 
other words all the promises of the OT, the Jewish Messiah, etc., that this Jewish root 
supports the Gentile graft and nourishes it, v17-18.  As Jesus said to the Samaritan woman, 
‘salvation is from the Jews,’ John 4:22.  On the basis of this he calls them not to be arrogant
but to remember the truth of their situation.  They are not thinking clearly and so are falling 
into pride.  

I don’t imagine many of us have to deal with this exact problem of including the Jews in the 
church.  It would have been a problem in Germany before WWII, and it is probably a big 
issue today in Palestine as Arabs and Jews have to work out their differences in the church.  
However, we are afflicted with other sins that arise from the same root of pride.  If I could 
categorise the Roman church’s sins more broadly we could say that they are dealing with 
the sin of sectarianism, racism, the sin of chronological snobbery and forgetting grace.  Pride
can only flourish when we forget grace.  Every proud person is a forgetful person, they 
forget themselves before God and their own need of grace, hence Paul’s call for them to 
remember.  The Gentiles forgot that God shows no partiality.  The Jews used to think that 
they were God’s favourites and others automatically excluded on account of their blessings.  
These Gentiles were falling into the same error.  The Jews forgot that they are saved by 
grace and not by any virtue in themselves that makes them better than others.  These 
Gentiles were going the same way.  They were forgetting grace by thinking to themselves 
that these Jewish sinners are worse than us, they have gone too far, God is finished with 
them, they are really bad, we are only a little bit bad and so we are deservedly in and they 
should be kicked out.  Look at verse 19, ‘Then you will say, "Branches were broken off so 
that I might be grafted in.’  have you ever looked at a poor person, or a down and out 
person or someone addicted to alcohol or drugs and thought to yourself, they have only 
brought it upon themselves I on the other hand have worked hard….’  Pride, we think we 
stand because we are better and not equally deserving of wrath.  We are forgetful that all 



we have and are is by grace, that we have nothing except that which is given to us from 
above.    
Racial hatred bred by our conceited hearts jumps at these sorts of theological absurdities to 
justify our biases.  We spiritualise our disobedience, we become providentialists.  I have 
heard this sort of argument from white people against black people.  God gave the white 
people better intellects because God wants them to rule, black people have better muscle 
mass and are built for service.  Pure racism and lies!  We are willing to interpret people’s 
situations and make a wax nose to suite whatever we want it to say.  
Another common trait we share with these Gentiles is the arrogance of rejecting all the 
shoulders we stand on that have got us where we are.  Today it can come in very pious 
sounding words.  ‘We don’t need creeds or confessions, we just have the bible.’  In other 
words, I don’t need the transgenerational body of Christ, I do not think God will teach me 
anything from another human being I expect God to teach me all directly Himself.’  C. S. 
Lewis called this chronological snobbery, where we think that our generation is always 
cleverer than the one before and can learn nothing from them and have a condescending 
tone towards the past.  The Gentiles were forgetting that the Jews were the shoulders they 
were standing on and were thinking themselves to be the source of all truth.  Wrong, God 
has put us into a transgenerational body where teachers teach us even though dead.  We 
can overcome this attitude by treating the OT as part of the bible, by respecting the work of 
the Spirit through men now dead to teach us, by abandoning the individualistic attitude that 
is natural in the West and tap into the way in which God seeks to bless us through others in 
the church.

Pride is alive and well in all our hearts, what form does it take in yours?  Do you forget that 
you are as bad as everyone else?  Do you pretend our group is better than others?  Are you 
on a witch hunt to remove certain types of people as not worthy?  Are you self-sufficient and
need no one to teach you?  We must all guard our hearts against these things.  

Humble branches

Paul has stated that the Gentiles should not be arrogant, but he anticipates some push back 
and some theologizing to justify their claims in v19-20, ‘Then you will say, "Branches were 
broken off so that I might be grafted in." 20 That is true. They were broken off because of 
their unbelief, but you stand fast through faith. So do not become proud, but fear.’  The 
anticipated argument sounds something like this: God’s actions of including me and 
excluding the Jews justifies my conclusion that Jews cannot be the people of God.’  And Paul
drawing on the character of God who is just applies that truth to the actions of the Jews and
shows how God has acted in justice against unbelief.  And because God is consistent with 
Himself and acts against all unbelief and not by partiality, the Gentiles should be fearful not 
proud.  Faith not favouritism is the way a person is added to the body of Christ.  

We have made this point at length in looking at Romans but let me make it again.  Because 
every single one of us is a sinner we must and can only be saved through faith.  Do you 
want to be saved?  Then believe on the Lord Jesus Christ as God’s sufficient provision to pay
your sin debt.  Lean on His sufficiency and accept Him as God’s provision as the only way of 
being declared righteous before a holy God.  Acknowledge your sin and see Him as your 
only hope and cry out to God to have mercy on you!  This is the only way you will become 
one of God’s children.  It is not on the basis of race that God saves anyone, we have all 
fallen short of the glory of God and disqualified ourselves.  The only way anyone can be a 
branch on the olive tree of God’s people is by humility, by acknowledging that we are 
unworthy sinners deserving of only judgement but seeing God’s mercy in Christ crying out to
God on the basis of what Christ has done to make you righteous before Him  



Paul is very clear about who is and who isn’t part of the tree and why.  Only those who 
believe are part of the olive tree and all those who do not believe are removed.  We stand or
fall by faith, not by works, not by race, not by being lessor sinners, but by faith alone.  It 
must and can only be by faith for none is righteous and our righteousness has to be 
received as a gift from outside of ourselves.  Faith is the empty hands that receive this free 
gift of Christ.  

Paul also makes clear that even those Jews who do not presently believe if they do believe 
they will be included and regrafted into their own olive tree.  The issue is not Jewishness or 
non-Jewishness but faith, v23-24.  If Gentiles who are not natural olive branches can be 
grafted in by faith, how much more will the natural branches be received when they believe.
Do you believe in Christ, if not you are not part of God’s people, if you do, then you are.

But let me change gear here.  I want to change topic and address a question that inevitably 
clutters this text.  It is the question of whether a Christian can lose their salvation.  Paul 
uses the language of being cut off of the olive tree which we have already explained 
indicates God’s people, v21-22, ‘For if God did not spare the natural branches, neither will he
spare you. 22 Note then the kindness and the severity of God: severity toward those who 
have fallen, but God's kindness to you, provided you continue in his kindness. Otherwise you
too will be cut off.’  Let me highlight the portions which appear to teach that Christians who 
were once united to Christ can lose their salvation, ‘neither will He spare you,’ and ‘provided 
you continue in His kindness.’  

Let me begin by setting up for us the argument of Paul in Romans so far.  Paul has spoken 
about our problem of God’s universal wrath on all sinners, 1:18-3:20.  We could not save 
ourselves so God acted by providing a righteousness that justifies us that we receive as a 
free gift through faith, 3:21-4:25.  Paul wanted to demonstrate the amazing blessings that 
are ours in our salvation and in 5:1-11 listed the various benefits that are ours.  Each benefit
added up to an overwhelming assurance of salvation.  we are at peace with God, we have 
access, we stand in grace, we rejoice in a definite hope, we rejoice in our trials, we have the
Spirit bearing witness with our spirits that we are His and we have the objective love of God 
presented on the cross that if He was willing to give His Son to justify His enemies, we can 
be assured that He will glorify His children.  How?  Paul shows how God through Christ 
provides more for us than Adam lost and demonstrates the superabounding grace of God 
towards sin.  Paul deals with two side questions of what will ensure a Christian will not 
abuse grace and live in sin, and the place of the law, and then in chapter 8 returns to the 
question of our assurance.  This chapter opens with no condemnation and ends with no 
separation.  Paul argues that we will never be condemned because Christ has fulfilled the 
demands of the law; those who are in this position have the proof of a holy life; they have 
the Spirit bearing witness with their spirits that we are His children; this Spirit is the 
guarantee of our future resurrection; and the Spirit also intercedes for us.  The greatest 
argument for the security of our salvation is saved till last.  God’s love and His ability to save
and finish what He starts is Paul’s final argument.  John Stott has pointed out God’s 
purposes and power to save are laid out with 5 unbreakable links in the chain of salvation 
found in v29-30, bridging from eternity past to eternity future we see God foreknow, 
predestine, call, justify and glorify.  And this is followed with 5 unanswerable questions. ‘If 
God is for us who can be against us?’  ‘He who did not spare his own Son but gave him up 
for us all, how will he not also with him graciously give us all things?’ ‘Who shall bring any 
charge against God’s elect?’  ‘Who is to condemn?’ ‘Who shall separate us from the love of 
Christ?  God always saves His elect!  This is Paul’s point and he introduces the doctrine of 
election not to be controversial but to assure you of your salvation.  



This of course leads to a question: ‘If God always saves His elect, then what about the 
Jews?’   Paul shows that God never intended to save all Jews, for not all Israel is of Israel, 
and went on to defend God’s sovereignty in salvation and passing over.  Paul then 
anticipated that we would argue about the unfairness of this and how it makes God the 
author of sin so he demonstrates how the Jews are guilty for their unbelief while God I 
sovereign.  This then led to chapter 11 which outlines God’s mysterious ways of saving 
through judgement and jealousy, not having abandoned the Jews but choosing to work in 
ways unexpected.  The only thrust of the text so far and the overarching message is this 
one, God has saved you well and every point of Paul’s discussion is to help you see this.  
Now, feel with me the unnaturalness of interjecting this question.  Can a Christian lose their 
salvation?  Can you see how blind this question is, how it disregards everything that Paul 
has been establishing.  This insensitivity demonstrates that they question doesn’t come from
reading Romans but personal concerns brought to the text.  I reject the question!  Only 
those questions legitimized by the context should be allowed, that question is automatically 
disqualified and should be denied access.  

Secondly I would say this.  Not only is this question brought to this text insensitive to 
context but it is insensitive to how literature works.  Paul is using an analogy, an illustration, 
a parable.  If you know your rules for interpreting the bible, any first year student will tell 
you that analogies are limited; they cannot bear the weight of every doctrine and every 
question.  Analogies only serve the point they are given for.  This means that they are 
vulnerable to questions that are not relevant to their point.  It is not an innocent question 
but a leading question, it carries within it assumptions that are contrary to what the context 
will allow.  

Thirdly, I would stress that analogies are essentially something concrete, familiar and simple
used as a device to teach something abstract, strange and complex.  And although Paul has 
set up a good analogy that has points of correspondence at various points, we see grafts 
and natural branches able to support some of the complexity of the reality of the Jewish and
Gentile church.  The analogy is restricted in bearing all realities.  For example, the 
illustration is not given to illustrate how in the OT a person could be unregenerate and part 
of God’s visible people, and how this differs from New Covenant realities where every 
member of Christ is savingly joined to Him.  Given this reality I would answer this question 
by saying that Paul is drawing up a rough parity based on the OT experience of being part of
God’s people, and given what else the bible says about it being impossible for us to be 
separated from God’s love or snatched from His hand, I must conclude that Paul is referring 
to visible saints who make a confession but are not savingly joined to Christ, who prove by 
their lack of perseverance that they were never saved.  On the last day all those who were 
visible saints who merely had a confession of faith apart from the reality, they will be pruned
from the olive tree and burned.  

Fourthly, I would add that given the fact that Paul only discusses the sin of unbelief and not 
also other sins that Christians could commit such as adultery that in his mind he is not 
entertaining the notion that Christians can lose their salvation but that his discussion is 
centred on issues of getting saved.  I would volunteer that if you put this question to him 
that he would either point you to what he has already said in Romans, adjust his illustration 
accordingly, or use another illustration altogether.  The application of Paul’s point is relevant 
no matter what our views.  If you do not trust in Christ, if you do not have faith, you are not
part of the olive tree.  This is the challenge that those who appear to be part of Him and 
those who are not have to face.  



We must conclude this section.  Pride is alive and well among Christians, it has many 
insidious ways of making itself felt.  We learn from Paul not to be racist, not to be 
chronological snobs, not to forget grace and to ensure that we are trusting in Christ.            
            
                                


